Student Organization Conduct Process

This is not an official statement of The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Rules on Student Services and Activities. The official rules and procedures are stated in the General Information catalog, Appendix C, Chapter 6.

---

**Incident Report**

**Initial Review of Report**

- **Report Closed**
  - *For lack of evidence or no violation of the Institutional Rules*

- **Interim Action with Review Meeting**

**Prescribed Resolution Process Letter**
- *Includes rationale for determinations and outcomes*

- **Notice of Preliminary Conference**

  - **Preliminary Conference**
    - *Review process, organization rights and responsibilities, and to determine next steps*

  - **Partnership Process and/or University Investigation**

- **Administrative Disposition**

- **Choose Hearing**
  - *Decided by a hearing officer or a Student Conduct Panel.*

  - **Accept**

  - **Appeal Finding**

    - **Outcome Meeting**
      - *Includes input from organization officers, advisors, and stakeholders*

    - **Outcomes Letter**

- **Report Closed**

- **Mutual Resolution Agreement**
  - *To address organization incidents which do not rise to the level of a rule violation*